Relationship between the force curve measured in an ionic liquid and the solvation structure is studied. Applying the obtained relationship, candidates of the solvation structure are estimated from a measured force curve. To analyze the periodicity of the solvation structure, atomic force microscopy is often used. The measured force curve is generally oscillatory and its characteristic oscillation length corresponds not to ionic diameter, but to the ion-pair diameter.
Introduction
Ionic liquids composed of cations and anions have great interests in many application areas. For example, they are used to enhance performances of solar 1,2 and fuel cells. 3 Since interfacial structures of the ionic liquids are closely related to slow diffusion, high electric capacity, and interfacial chemical reactions, the ionic liquids have valuable potential properties for batteries, 4, 5, 6 capacitors, 7, 8 and electrodeposition. 9 To know the interfacial properties in more detail, density distributions of ionic liquids on substrates are studied theoretically and experimentally.
Theoretical 10,11 and experimental 12, 13 studies have revealed that the ionic liquid forms layer structure on the substrate. For example, when the surface of the substrate is charged, the cation and anion layers are alternately aligned on the surface. 13 Experimental studies by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 14, 15, 16 and surface force apparatus (SFA) 17, 18 have also revealed such an interfacial property. AFM and SFA can measure force curves between (somewhat) arbitrary two surfaces in ionic liquids, and the force curves are basically oscillatory due to the layer structures of the ionic liquids.
In addition, the oscillation length in the force curve generally corresponds to the ion-pair diameter, which is similar to that of the ionic liquid layer structure. The force curve reflects the layer structure of the ionic liquid, however, the force curve is not equal to the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate. Therefore, elucidation of relationship between the force curve and the density distribution is important for properly analyzing the force curve.
Recent frequency modulation AFM (FM-AFM) can measure a force curve between a probe and a substrate in an ionic liquid without outstanding jumps (discontinuities) in the curve (see Fig. 1 ). 16 In the experiment, the ionic liquid is 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (BMIM-TFSI) and the substrate surface is rubrene (001). To avoid contamination of water, the ionic liquid was heated under vacuum at 120 °C for 4 hours, and it was stored in a closed bottle in a desiccator until use. In the force curve, the approach and retract curves coincide with each other (hysteresis is negligible). Hence, we can assume that the force curve was measured in equilibrium (reversible process). As shown in Fig. 1 , the oscillation length of the force curve is close to the ion-pair diameter (0.79 nm). 19 This result is a general trend in the force curves in ionic liquids. 14, 15 From the force curve, one may imagine there is a layered structure of the ionic liquid on the substrate. However, the relationship between the force curve and the density distribution is not known in detail.
Hence, we study the relationship between them from a theoretical point of view. In addition, we tackle on a question why the oscillation length of the force curve corresponds to the ion-pair diameter. In this study, we use statistical mechanics of a simple ionic liquid, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 where the cations and anions are modeled as small spheres with a point charge. The substrate and the probe are modeled as a relatively large sphere and an arbitrary sized sphere, respectively. To calculate the density distribution and the force curve, Ornstein-Zernike equation coupled with hypernetted chain closure (OZ-HNC) 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 for a binary solvent is employed.
The relationship between the force curve and the density distribution has been studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 25, 26, 27 Shape correlation between the force curve and the density distribution has been found by the MD simulations. In the paper, 26 it is written that "there is certain lag between theoretical and computational studies of ionic liquids at charged interfaces and experimental works in this area " and "there is approximately 1 theoretical/computational publication per 50 experimental papers on this subject". Hence, we think more theoretical study of the ionic liquid on the interface should be done for connecting theoretical and experimental pictures. The MD simulations are important for searching the relationship, however, the simulations with the explicit molecular models make the analyses of the results difficult. That is, it is difficult to extract the physical essences from the complex model system. To find a fundamental relationship between the force curve and the density distribution, it is better to study the interfacial ionic liquid with a simplified model.
In this paper, we study the relationship using the simple spherical model.
Introduction of the simple model enables us to find the relationship from a more theoretical point of view. Actually, it will be shown that the force curve and the density distribution can be connected by a simple equation. 28, 29 Thanks to the equation, a mechanism of the consistency between the oscillation length in the force curve and the ion-pair diameter will be explained. Furthermore, it will be found that Derjaguin approximation 30,31,32 is applicable also for the force curve measured in the ionic liquid.
In this paper, we study the relationship between the force curve measured in ionic liquid and its density distribution on the substrate on the basis of statistical mechanics of the simple ionic liquid. Recently, the force curves measured by AFM in ionic liquids are often discussed in this study area, however, the relationship between the force curve and the density distribution is not well known. Therefore, our work will contribute to this field, which indicates that analyses of the interfacial structure of the ionic liquid will be conducted more properly. Since studies of the interfacial structures are closely related to slow diffusion, high electric capacity, and chemical reactions at the interfaces, we believe the present work facilitates fundamental researches of such topics.
Models and methods

Models in the ionic liquid system
The models for the system of the ionic liquid are explained here. In the model, the ionic liquid is composed of an ensemble of small spheres. 
where the subscript i and j represent the spherical substrate, spherical probe, cation, or anion. r ij is the distance between the centers of the species i and j.
Calculations of the ionic liquid structure and the force curve
To calculate the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substr ate and the force curve, we wrote a following program. In the program, we employed an integral equation theory (OZ-HNC) for a simple ionic liquid. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 The OZ-HNC is known as a precise calculation method for a long range interaction system. To sufficiently converge the numerical calculation, we used Picard iteration combined with temperature annealing 20 and modified direct inversion in the iterative subspace (MDIIS). 37 To perform the calculation without cut off of the tail of the electrostatic interaction, we used a renormalization method. 37 First, the bulk structure of the ionic liquid is calculated. Second, the number density distributions of the cations and anions on the substrate and the probe are calculated by using the previously obtained bulk structures. Finally, the force curve between the substrate and the probe is calculated by using the density distributions of the cations and anions on the substrate and the probe (see Fig. S1 † ). In all of the calculations above, the absolute temperature is set at 300 K.
Results and discussion
Density distribution of the ionic liquid
There are two models of the substrates, one has no surface charge density (σ B = 0), and the other has it (σ B = σ 0 ). When σ B = 0, the density distributions of the cation and anion are the same ( Fig. 2(a) ). The layer-to-layer distance is almost equal to d 0 , which is not equal to this model's ion-pair diameter ≈ 1.5d 0 . 38 Meanwhile, when σ B = σ 0 , the density distributions of the cation and anion are different from each other, and their layers are alternately aligned ( Fig. 2(b) ). Because the substrate surface is negatively charged, the first layer is composed of the cations, and the second layer is composed of the anions. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the layer-to-layer distances of the cation and anion are both ≈ 1.5d 0 , which is corresponding to this model's ion-pair diameter. 38 In other words, there is consistency between the layer-to-layer distance and the ion-pair diameter.
Force curve calculated by the ideal probe
In AFM experiments, effective diameter of the tip apex of the probe is supposed to be nm scale, 39, 40 because molecular-scale topographies of the crystal surfaces can be measured. 15, 16 For that reason, we introduced nm-scale model probes with (not shown, because there are no differences). It is an evidence of the validity of Eq.
.
By comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 , it is found that the magnitudes of the force amplitudes are consistent with each other. It indicates that the effective diameter of the tip apex of the real probe is also nm scale, because if the effective diameter is much larger than that scale, the force amplitude is supposed to be much larger than that of the ideal probe. To the best of our knowledge, 25 consistency between the theoretical and experimental force amplitudes is confirmed for the first time in the case of ionic-liquid AFM. (There could be a possibility that the solvation structure of BMIM-TFSI on the rubrene (001) surface is less structured in contrast to a solvation structure of an ionic liquid on an inorganic solid surface. 41 )
Here, using Eq. (3), we simply explain the reason why the oscillation length of the real force curve generally corresponds to the ion-pair diameter. In the experimental condition (the real case), surfaces of the substrate and the probe are generally charged.
In that case, the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate takes the alternately aligned layer structure like in Fig. 2 We do not know the diameter of the real tip apex, however, its effective diameter should be nm scale. 15, 16, 39, 40 Moreover, the real probe surface should be charged, due to ionization (polarization) of the surface. In that case, the real probe is close to the ideal probe. Thus, shape of the real force curve may be similar to that obtained from the ideal probe (f BPc or f BPa ). Therefore, the force curves measured by AFM in ionic liquids generally have the ion-pair diameter in the oscillation length.
Effect of surface charge density of the probe
In this section, we conduct a parameter survey of the surface charge density σ P , where diameter of the probe d P is fixed at 2d 0 for simplicity. Fig. 4 shows the force curves for several σ P . In Fig. 4(a) , the surface charge density of the substrate σ B is 0. In this case, the oscillation lengths of the force curves are ≈ d 0 . As |σ P | decreases to zero, the minimum value of the force decreases (see force curves around Distance/d 0 ≈ 0).
The decrease in |σ P | means increase in the solvophobicity leading to increase of the solvophobic (attractive) interaction. Therefore, when the substrate is solvophobic, adhesion force increases with decreasing |σ P |. Fig. 4(b) shows the force curves in the case of the charged substrate (σ B = σ 0 ).
Since the substrate is negatively charged, the minimum value in the force curve decreases as σ P increases from 0 to σ 0 (see force curves around Distance/d 0 ≈ 0).
Interestingly, the minimum value also decreases as σ P decreases from 0 to σ 0 (see force curves around Distance/d 0 ≈ 1). This attractive force can be explained by the counter ions confined between them. 17, 18 As shown in Fig. 4(b) , when the probe is charged, the oscillation length of the force curve is ≈ 1.5d 0 . On the other hand, when the probe is uncharged (neutral), the oscillation length is ≈ d 0 . That is, when either the substrate or the probe is neutral, the oscillation length does not correspond to the ion-pair diameter.
Effect of diameter of the probe
In this section, we conduct a parameter survey of the probe diameter d P , where |σ P | of the probe surface charge density is fixed at σ 0 for simplicity. Fig. 5 shows the force curve on the neutral substrate (σ B = 0). It is found that as d P increases, the amplitude of the force curve increases. The reason is as follows: when the probe diameter is large, the solvation structure destructed by the probe is also large leading to the increase in the force amplitude. Fig. 6(a) shows the force curves between the negatively charged substrate surface and the positively charged probes. Meanwhile in Fig. 6(b) , the substrate and probe surfaces are both negatively charged. Also in these cases, the force amplitudes increase as d P increases.
Derjaguin approximation in the ionic liquid
From Figs. 5 and 6, we can realize that the overall shapes of the force curves of the non-ideal probes are similar to that of the ideal probes. Thus, it is expected that the force curve of the non-ideal probe can mimic that of the ideal probe through a scaling operation. In this section, we check the validity of the expectation and discuss the applicability of Derjaguin approximation 30,31,32 in the ionic liquid. Derjaguin approximation is famous approximation in research fields of AFM and SFA, which can connect the force curve between the arbitrarily shaped substances (e.g., sphere, cylinder, planer wall) and the potential per unit area between two-planner walls (W). In the present situation, Derjaguin approximation can be given by
31,42
BP (ℎ) = (ℎ) ( B + B )( P + P ) ( B + B ) + ( P + P ) ,
where f BP is force between the substrate and the probe, h is nearest neighbour distance between the focusing surfaces, t B and t P represent additive thicknesses for the substrate and the probe, respectively. (When solvent is hard-sphere fluid, the both thicknesses are equal to the radius of the hard sphere.) In the case of the ionic liquid, exact evaluation of the additive thickness is difficult. However, Eq. (4) can be reduced to f BP (h) = πW(h)C BP , where C BP is a coefficient depending on properties of the substrate and the probe. Similarly, for the ideal cationic or anionic probe, the Derjaguin approximation can be written as f BPi (h) = πW(h)C BPi , where i represent cation (c) or anion (a), and C BPi is also the coefficient. Hence, the force curves for the ideal and non-ideal probes can be connected as follows:
where C * is also the coefficient. Generally, C * is smaller than or equal to 1, because the effective diameter of the real tip apex is normally larger than that of the ideal cationic or anionic probe. Deviation from 1 means size and/or surface charge deviations from the ideal probe. We notify that Eq. (5) 5) is applicable in the ionic liquid, the number density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate can be estimated by also using Eq. (3).
Figs. 7 and 8 show the results of the scaling. The scaling was performed so that the minimum value of the force curve of the non-ideal probe matches that of the ideal probe. We found that the scaling values (C * ) are ranged from about 0.2 to 0.9 (see Tables S1-S3   † ) . Since difference between the ideal force curve and the scaled ideal force curve is small compared with that without the scaling, the Derjaguin approximation is applicable also in the ionic liquid system . Especially, the difference is much smaller in the cases of the charged substrate surface (Fig. 8) .
The force curves for the probes with σ P = ±σ 0 /2 are also scaled in Figs. 7 and 8.
Although σ P is not equal to σ 0 in the situation, difference between the ideal force curve and the scaled ideal force curve is not relatively large. This feature is convenient for us, because in the experiment it is difficult to prepare a probe that has the same surface charge density as that of the ideal probe. Using this feature, it is possible to roughly estimate the scaled ideal force curve from an experimentally obtained force curve.
Subsequently, the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate can be estimated by using Eq. (3). However, when we estimate it from the experimental data, we should know or empirically set the value of C * . We notify that the hysteresis of the measured force curve should be sufficiently small, when this kind of the operation is performed, because Eq. (3) is a relationship in equilibrium.
Since we found that the Derjaguin approximation is applicable in the ionic liquid, we try estimating the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate from Figs. (Fig. 10(a) ), the deviations from the right density distribution are not so large. When the substrate is neutral (Fig. 9) , the deviations are relatively large. However, the layer-to-layer distances are well predicted.
Candidates of the surface density distribution of TFSI -
As a trial, we transform the experimentally obtained force curve (Fig. 1) at 300 K into the number density distribution by using both Eq. (3) and Eq. (5), where d B is set as ∞. In the experiment, 16 the ionic liquid is BMIM-TFSI, and the substrate surface is rubrene (001). Fig. 11 shows candidates of the number density distribution of the anion (TFSI  ) on the rubrene (001) surface, where C * is empirically set at 1, 0.75, 0.5, or 0.25. Although C * is empirically set in the estimation, we believe that the qualitatively proper density distribution exists in Fig. 11 .
As stated above, Fig. 11 shows the anion number density distribution. Reasons of the anion are explained as follows. In the experiment, 16 a silicon cantilever was used, and hence its probe surface is considered to be negatively charged due to SiO  
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Moreover, molecular-scale topography of the crystal surface was measured by the same probe, which indicates that the effective diameter of its tip apex was also very small.
Then, the probe can be roughly hypothesized as an ideal anionic probe. In such a case, the density distribution estimated by the present method (combination of Eq. (3) and Eq. (5)) becomes that of the anion.
Next, we argue about the shoulder pointed by the arrow (see Fig. 11 ). From height of the shoulder, it is thought that the measured rubrene surface is also negatively charged. Although it is mysterious for the rubrene, an expected mechanism of the negative charge is as follows. When the force curve was measured, we put the rubrene crystal on a glass sheet. In the preparation of the substrate, we found adhesion force between the rubrene crystal and the glass sheet when they contacts. It is considered that the adhesion force attributes to electrostatic interaction between them, where the glass surface is negative and the rubrene surface is positive. This is because the glass sheet surface tends to be negatively charged against various substances. In a normal condition, the rubrene crystal is insulator, and thus the opposite surface of the rubrene (rubrene | ionic liquid interface) is assumed to be negatively charged due to the dielectric polarization. Consequently, in the experimental condition, it is expected that the low density of anion at the arrowed position (Fig. 11) originates from the negatively charged rubrene surface at the rubrene | ionic liquid interface.
Conclusions
We have studied the relationship between the force curve in the ionic liquid measured by AFM and the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate. It has been found that when either the substrate or the probe is uncharged, the oscillation length of the force curve does not correspond to the ion-pair diameter, but the diameter of the anion or cation. Meanwhile, when the substrate and the probe are both charged, the oscillation length of the force curve corresponds to the ion-pair diameter. That is, when the oscillation length of the experimental force curve corresponds to the ion-pair diameter, both surfaces of the substrate and the probe may be charged. The reason of the consistency between the oscillation length in the experimental force curve and the ion-pair diameter has been explained by using Eq. (3). A number of the force curves of the non-ideal probes have been calculated, and we found that they fairly obey Derjaguin approximation even in the ionic liquid. By using Eq. (3) and the Derjaguin approximation (Eq. (5)), we have obtained the candidates of the number density distributions of the TFSI  on the rubrene (001) surface. Although it is an approximative method, the density distribution of the ionic liquid on the substrate is obtained from the experimental data for the first time in the study field of the ionic-liquid AFM. In summary, we have elucidated the fundamental relationship between the force curve and the density distribution in the ionic liquid. The model system we introduced is relatively simple, however, it is considered that being simple is important for extracting the physical essence in the system. This study will fill a gap between the theoretical/computational studies of ionic liquids at the interface and that of experimental studies. The findings will be helpful for understanding an interaction between solutes (colloidal particles) in an ionic liquid from viewpoint of the solvation structure. In the future, we would like to perform comparison between a force curve measured in an ionic colloidal dispersion system and the density distribution of the ionic colloidal particles as a sequential study.
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Figure captions
Fig. 7
The scaled force curve between the neutral substrate and the charged probe. The purple force curve is the benchmark, which is that of the ideal cationic or anionic probe. Each scaling value C * is written in Table S1 . † Fig. 8 The scaled force curve between the charged substrate and the charged probe. In Tables S2   and S3 , † respectively.
Fig. 9
The normalized number density distributions of the cations (or anions) on the neutral substrate. They are calculated from the force curves in Fig. 7 . The benchmark structure is colored in purple. The density distributions of the cations and anions are the same due to the neutrality of the substrate surface. 
